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About This Game

Russian Fishing 4
dynamic and engaging fishing simulator that features unique natural physics, conditions and fish behavior.

 50+ Fish species.

 8 Lakes and rivers.

 Spinning, Bait casting, Feeder and Float fishing.

 Players ratings, achievements and statistics.

 Dozens of fishing techniques.

 Bait crafting and Harvesting.

 Skills development and progression.

Complete player freedom in game world is the core feature of «Russian Fishing 4».
Take your time to discover many stunning locations and find your very own perfect fishing spots.
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Gain your knowledge and develop your skills to apply them in setting up any kind of fishing rig and catching that special trophy
you’ve been searching for.

Tremendous amount of fishing gear, equipment and fish species awaits you in your journey into the world of «Russian Fishing
4».

Above all, «Russian Fishing 4» constantly evolves, so there will always be a place for the unknown.
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Title: Russian Fishing 4
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Simulation, Sports, Early Access
Developer:
Russian Fishing
Publisher:
Russian Fishing
Release Date: 15 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 64-bit

Processor: Intel® i3 2.5Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 500 series

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 20 GB available space
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